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Abstract
Vehicle tracking and classification is an important application of computer vision. There exist mainly two types of tracking techniques: Appearance-based tracking
and Feature-based tracking. Appearance-based techniques generally require a model
or template of the target to be tracked. However the model needs to be robust to
the multitude of deformations possible in the course of the target’s movement. This
research explores the use of a collection of view based templates, instead of a single
template, to accurately trace the contours of the tractor-trailers in moving traffic.
The tracking begins with creation of a template sequence by manually processing a segment of traffic which contains an exemplar of the desired class of tractortrailers. The processing involves manually segmenting the tractor-trailer from the
rest of the scene in each frame. The template sequence is intended to capture the
appearance of the vehicle in all possible poses as it moves through the lane. This
collection is then used to detect and track similar tractor-trailers during their movement through the lane. Salient features, such as gradient magnitude information, are
incorporated for better alignment of the contour during tracking.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computer vision is the science and application of obtaining models, meaning
and control information from visual data. It enables artificial intelligence systems
to effectively interact with the real world. The advance of technology has made
video acquisition devices better and less costly, thereby increasing the number of
applications that can effectively utilize digital video such as:
• Traffic Management: To extract statistics about the traffic information from
the cameras and automatically direct traffic flow based on the statistics [9]
• Automobile driver assistance: In lane departure warning systems for trucks and
cars that monitor position on the road [2].
• Sports analysis: To track sports action for enhanced broadcasts and also to
provide real-time graphics augmentation [11].
• Retail video mining: To track shoppers in retail stores and determining their
trajectories for optimal product placement [10].
• Games and gesture recognition: To track human gestures for playing games or
1

interacting with computers.
• Automated Video Annotation and Retrieval: To automatically annotate temporal sequences with object tags and index them for efficient content-based
retrieval of videos [1]
An important application of computer vision is to track the motion of desired objects
in a video. The primary aim of tracking is to establish the location and trajectory
of the object movement in a captured video. The tracking can be online, during the
video capture or offline, in the post processing stage of video analysis.

1.1

Computer vision in road traffic analysis
Computer vision and pattern recognition techniques play an important role

in traffic flow monitoring and traffic analysis. The monitoring involves collecting parameters such as volume of traffic, the detection and classification of vehicles, their
individual speeds etc. This data can be analyzed to detect lane changes, speed violations, traffic congestions, accidents etc.
There are numerous sensor technologies to acquire the traffic data. Inductive loop detectors are an established technology in the United States and have a
well defined zone of detection. However their installation and maintenance invariably delays or disrupts traffic. Non-intrusive sensing techniques involve the use of
technologies such as radar and video image processing. Radars have a compact size
and are effective for speed measurements, but they lack precision and their output
is a very limited description of traffic events. On the other hand, video sensors provide a rich description of the traffic and also have a wide area coverage. Because of
their low cost, non-intrusiveness and high effectiveness, they have emerged as a viable
2

tool for automated traffic surveillance. The systems used for automated vision-based
traffic monitoring can be broadly classified into two categories: 1) Systems based
on localized incident detections, and 2) Systems tracking individual vehicles. Vehicle tracking systems offer more accurate estimates of traffic parameters compared to
localized incident detections.

1.2

Previous work
Vehicle tracking is commonly approached in two different ways: Feature-based

tracking and Appearance-based tracking.

1.2.1

Feature-based tracking
Feature-based tracking approaches the task of tracking a vehicle by not focus-

ing on the vehicle as a whole, but instead detecting features on the vehicle such as
distinguishable points or lines. This is followed by grouping the detected features into
potential vehicle objects. Beymer et al. [3] explored this feature point approach by
tracking features throughout the video sequence and considering only those features
which are tracked consistently from entrance to exit of the detection zone. They then
group these features by using motion cues in order to segment the vehicles. Kanhere
et al. [8] also implemented a vision-based tracking using stable features, but with a
low-angle camera. To tackle the 3D perspective effects that occur at low angles, they
employ a 3D perspective mapping from the scene to the image. This mapping identifies a subset of features whose 3D coordinates can be accurately estimated. These
features are grouped for subsequent standard feature tracking to monitor traffic flow.
Feature-based approaches have low computational cost and are robust to partial occlusion as some of the features of the vehicle are always visible. However, as a
3

vehicle can have multiple features, constraints have to be imposed to identify features
belonging to the same vehicle. Also, in the event of an occlusion, the feature-based
approach fails to retrieve the shape of the vehicle.

1.2.2

Appearance-based tracking
In appearance-based tracking, a cascade of classifiers is generally trained to

learn the appearance of a vehicle under different deformations. One approach is to
perform a density matching based on the vehicle model distribution and the image
distribution. The probability density estimates of the object appearance can either
be parametric, such as a mixture of gaussians [4], or nonparametric, such as Parzen
windows [6]. Chockalingam et al. [4] divide the object into multiple fragments and
represent the object by a gaussian mixture model in a joint feature-spatial space.
Freedman et al. [14] further combine density matching with shape priors by using
PDE-based curve evolutions implemented via level sets.
An alternative technique is to use a model of the desired object in terms of a 2D
template of image intensities. The object is then searched for by comparing the search
image with the template image. A commonly used tool for comparison is discrete
cross-correlation, which identifies correspondences across two frames. Quantitatively,
this correspondence or similarity is measured by the SSD distance measure (i.e.,
squared Euclidean distance),

SSD =

X

(I(x + δx, y + δy) − R(x, y))2

(1.1)

x,y

where I is the search image and R is the reference image representing the template,
δx and δy are the displacement between the reference image and the search image
in the x and y directions, respectively. The summation is over all the pixels of the
4

region of interest. By varying δx and δy, a probability map can be generated which
identifies the most probable locations of the template in the search image.
The advantage of template-based approaches are that they embed both spatial
and appearance information in the tracking process. However, the primary limitation
they suffer from is that they encode the object appearance only from a single viewpoint. As such they do not adapt to changes in the appearance of the object over
time and the tracker output gradually drifts away from the target. This constraint is
generally handled by choice of an appropriate motion model to transform the search
image before performing discrete correlation. For the traffic vehicles which are rigid
and compact, the similarity transformation is a good approximation of the motion
model. However, this approach still does not completely eliminate the drift problems such as when the object is rotating out of plane. Wang et al. [13] proposed to
handle the problem of out-of-plane rotation by a technique they termed as backward
correlation. It involves augmenting the standard correlation by performing a motion
segmentation and grouping pixels around the target with similar image velocities. Ho
et al. [7] proposed an alternative technique to update an object model in a video
frame by defining a subspace that continually approximates the appearance of the
object in a set of previous frames.

1.3

Tracking approach
In this thesis, it is proposed to overcome the limitations of a single template

by instead using an ensemble of templates, where each template encodes the spatial
location and shape from a different viewpoint. This view-based template collection approach is tested by choosing to track tractor-trailers in a multi-lane traffic.
Tractor-trailers are large and have an uniform shape which helps to easily embed
5

their appearance in a template.
The traffic feed is streamed from a stationary camera positioned high above
the road surface. This minimizes the effects of occlusion and spillover and makes it
suitable for vehicle tracking and speed measurements. The video is sampled to obtain
a succession of video frames which are input to the tracking algorithm. Prior to
tracking, a segment of traffic which contains a tractor-trailer movement is identified.
Ideally, a segment which has relatively less traffic is preferred for easier template
creation. This sparse traffic segment captures the motion of the tractor-trailer from
the entrance to the exit of the lane. The video frames in the chosen traffic segment
are used as training data to create a template sequence, which will be used in the
actual tracking stage. The template sequence contains a manual segmentation of
the tractor-trailer from the rest of the traffic during the course of its transit in the
lane. Each template in the template sequence represents the tractor-trailer shape at
a particular spatial location.
An automated search for these templates is then performed in every video
frame for the rest of the traffic video. If a potential match is identified, then the
contour of the template is overlaid onto the scene in the video frame to highlight the
desired silhouette.

1.4

Outline of this thesis

• Chapter 2 formulates the algorithm and the novel approach of collective templatebased tracking proposed in this research.
• Chapter 3 displays the effectiveness of this approach in different conditions.
• Chapter 4 summarizes this work and proposes future additions to this work.

6

Chapter 2
View-Based Template Tracking
Using Template Sequences
This chapter describes the algorithm developed for tracking the motion of
tractor-trailers in a multi-lane traffic. The algorithm uses a sequence of view-based
templates to model the appearance of a tractor-trailer at different points in the lane.

2.1

Overview of algorithm
The first step in the algorithm is to create a template sequence representing the

motion of a tractor-trailer through the lane. After the template sequence is created,
the algorithm processes the traffic video to track similar tractor-trailers. The tracking
stage starts with background subtraction to identify the non-static objects in the
scene. The blobs obtained are then compared for both shape and gradient matching
with every element in the template sequence. The best match identifies the template
which represents the pose of the tractor-trailer in the input video frame. This frame
by frame processing traces the position, trajectory and contour of the vehicle during

7

its transit in the lane.

2.2

Template sequence creation
The approach explored in this thesis is to use the human visual system to

manually create view-based templates of a desired vehicle. As the objective of this
work is to track tractor-trailers, a portion of the traffic video containing a tractortrailer is processed for template creation. The traffic segment chosen captures the
motion of the vehicle from entrance to the exit of the lane. In each video frame of
such a traffic segment, the tractor-trailer is manually cropped from the rest of the
scene. The cut image is pasted onto a blank background of the same size as the
traffic video frames. The foreground is then thresholded to create a binary template
which embodies the shape and spatial location of the tractor-trailer at a particular
position in the lane. The process is repeated for every frame in the traffic segment,
yielding a template sequence containing binary template images corresponding to the
tractor-trailer in different poses.
The number of templates required for this technique is proportional to the
choice of the detection zone in the lane, generally between 30-50. Here, their number
N is chosen to be 35. The procedure for a single lane is repeated for the second lane
creating a separate template sequence and can be extended to all the lanes. Figure 2.1
shows an example creation of an element of the template sequence. The contour of
the vehicle is marked by six red edges for cropping. This skeleton is processed to
create the template shown adjacent to it.
The input video frame used for the creation of the binary template of the
tractor-trailer is also used to compute its gradient magnitude. The idea behind using
the gradient magnitude is to identify salient points which would exist in any other
8

Figure 2.1: Example of a template creation.
similar tractor-trailer. The gradient magnitude image is thresholded to retain pixels
of high gradient magnitude. The pair of binary template and the thresholded gradient
magnitude image are ANDed together to determine points of high gradient magnitude
that correspond only to the tractor-trailer. This gradient pixel set is stored alongside
the binary template in the template sequence. Figure 2.2 gives shows the thresholded
gradient magnitude of the input video frame shown in Figure 2.1 and the pixel set
obtained after ANDing it with the corresponding template.

Figure 2.2: Example of gradient magnitude-based salient point extraction. Left:
Thresholded gradient magnitude of the input frame. Right: Logical AND with corresponding binary template.

9

2.3

Background subtraction
Background subtraction is the first step in identifying the spatial location of

moving objects in the input video. It involves the subtraction of the input video frame
from a reference frame. Ideally the reference frame contains only a static background
which is constant over the range of the video capture. In the current scenario, a frame
in which no traffic flows through the desired lanes is chosen as the reference frame.
During tracking, the reference frame is constantly subtracted from each video
frame. Figure 2.3 shows an example video frame in the traffic sequence and the
corresponding background subtracted image. The background subtracted image is
then thresholded for subsequent comparison with the binary templates in the template
sequence. The thresholding operation results in clusters of binary data, commonly
referred to as blobs. These blobs are the possible candidates for the vehicle being
tracked. The blob of motion obtained after thresholding is shown at the bottom in
Figure 2.3.

2.4

Template selection
The next step in the tracking process is to probabilistically identify templates

corresponding to the various blobs. Two match scores are computed to estimate the
best template match for a blob. The first is based on a shape comparison between the
blob and all of the templates. The second score is based on detecting high gradient
magnitude points in the area covered by the blob which are at an identical location
in the thresholded gradient magnitude image stored in the template sequence.

10

Video Frame

Background subtracted frame

Thresholded background subtracted frame
Figure 2.3: Example of background subtraction and blob generation.
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2.4.1

Blob-Template matching
Each blob in a lane is compared with all the templates in the template sequence

created for that lane. A match score is computed to determine the degree to which
a blob matches the shape of an element in the template sequence. The blob and
the template, both of which are binary patches of data, are ANDed to obtain the
pixels that are effectively portions of the blob which fall in the area bounded by the
template. The match score is obtained by normalizing the number of matching pixels
by the number of pixels in the template. It is computed as:

M atch% = 100 ∗

P

x,y

T (x, y) ∗ B(x, y)
x,y T (x, y)

P

(2.1)

where T (x, y) is the binary template image and B(x, y) is the thresholded gradient
magnitude image containing the blobs. The operator * refers to the multiplication of
these two images. A high match score is a good indicator of a vehicle at that pose in
the input video frame.
Figure 2.4 shows a example plot of the match percentage of a sequence of input
frames with various templates in a template sequence of 35 templates. The frames
considered are 0337–0372 in a 5000 frame traffic sequence and their images can be
seen in the Results section in Figure 3.4. In the course of the vehicle’s movement along
the lane, the template curves reach a peak match at a unique frame number and drop
monotonically on either side. For example, the curve in Figure 2.4 corresponding to
template 20 (blue curve) reaches a peak match score of 86% at frame 0356. Hence
it can be correctly concluded that there is a vehicle at an identical pose as template
20 in the input video frame 0356. Similar conclusions can be derived from the other
curves.

12
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Figure 2.4: Plot of Match% between the template sequence and the blobs in a traffic
segment.

2.4.2

Gradient magnitude-based matching
The template chosen in the previous stage marks a possible candidate for the

position of the vehicle. In addition to the match score computed earlier, a secondary
match score is based on gradient magnitude information. The template is ANDed
with the thresholded gradient magnitude of the current input video frame. This
operation yields pixels of high gradient magnitude that fall in the vicinity of the
template. This pixel set is matched with the training pixel set stored alongside the
template during template creation. A match score is computed by normalizing the
number of matching pixels by the size of the training pixel set. It is computed as:

M atch% = 100 ∗

P

x,y

Gr (x, y) ∗ Gi (x, y)
P
x,y Gr (x, y)

where,
Gr (x, y) = T (x, y).{|∇R(x, y)| : |∇R(x, y)| > threshold}
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(2.2)

Gi (x, y) = T (x, y).{|∇I(x, y)| : |∇I(x, y)| > threshold}
where R(x, y) is the training image from which the template T (x, y) was created,
I(x, y) is the input video frame and the thresholds for the computation of Gr (x, y)
and Gi (x, y) are manually chosen to a certain common value.

2.5

Template matching summary
The final match score to determine a fit between a blob and a template is

computed as a weighted mean of the two match scores computed by blob-template
correlation and gradient magnitude-based matching.
Figure 2.5 shows examples of how an element in the template sequence is
searched for in the input video frame. The first row shows the tractor-trailer used in
the training stage at a specific location in the lane. The template created corresponding to this instance and the gradient magnitude information are shown adjacent in
the same row. The succeeding rows give examples of instances in the traffic video
sequence containing different tractor-trailers. The blobs obtained after background
subtraction and the thresholded gradient magnitudes of the video frame are shown
adjacent. The match scores are based on the computation described in sections 2.4.1
and 2.4.2.

2.5.1

Display contour
The template for which the match score is the highest and above a certain

threshold is decided to match the vehicle pose in the input video frame. The final
step in the tracking process is to overlay the selected template contour onto the input
video frame. This highlights the vehicle’s contour in the traffic video.

14

Training truck

Template created

Gradient magnitude

Test truck 1

Blob
(match score=76.3%)

Gradient magnitude
(match score=79.4%)

Test truck 2

Blob
(match score=78.4%)

Gradient magnitude
(match score=87.8%)

Test truck 3

Blob
(match score=81.6%)

Gradient magnitude
(match score=88.4%)

Figure 2.5: Examples of template matching during tracking.
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2.6

Algorithm summary

Figure 2.6: Template collection-based tracking algorithm summary.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Results
The algorithm was implemented in Visual C++ on an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0GHz
machine. The input traffic video was captured at a specific viewpoint on the interstate
highway. The traffic flows in four lanes and the lanes are numbered as Lane 1 being
closest to the median and the lane numbers increasing outward. The tractor-trailers
move only in Lanes 2 and 3 and their occurrences during the course of the video are
shown in Figure 3.1.
Lane 3 Training truck(0006−0040)
Lane 3 Test Truck 1 (0337−0371)
Lane 3 Test Truck 2 (1963−1997)
Lane 3 Test Truck 3 (3367−3401)
Lane 2 Training truck(4626−4660)
Lane 2 Test Truck 1 (0200−0234)
Lane 2 Test Truck 2 (0947−0991)
Lane 2 Test Truck 3 (3408−3442)

Lane Numbers

Lane 4

Lane 3

Lane 2

Lane 1

0

500

1000

1500

2000
2500
Frame Numbers

3000

3500

4000

4500

5000

Figure 3.1: Plot depicting traffic flow in the input video.
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3.1

Results of the tracker framework
Figure 3.2 lists the template sequence created for Lane 3. Figure 3.3 shows the

result of the algorithm on the tractor-trailer used for the training stage. Figures 3.4,
3.5 and 3.6 list the results for tractor-trailers different from the tractor-trailer used
in the training stage. Similarly, Figure 3.7 lists the template sequence for the Lane
2. Figure 3.8 shows the result of the algorithm on the tractor-trailer used for the
training stage. Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 list the results for other tractor-trailers
in Lane 2.

3.2

False positives
While the tracker output is accurate for frames involving the desired tractor-

trailer movement, it also falsely detects and marks certain events which do not correspond to a tractor-trailer movement. Such detections are termed here as false
positives. Figure 3.12 shows the frames for which such false positives were detected
in the course of processing the entire 5000 frames.
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Template 000

Template 001

Template 002

Template 003

Template 004

Template 005

Template 006

Template 007

Template 008

Template 009

Template 010

Template 011

Template 012

Template 013

Template 014

Template 015

Template 016

Template 017

Template 018

Template 019

Template 020
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Template 025

Template 026

Template 027

Template 028

Template 029

Template 030

Template 031

Template 032

Template 033

Template 034

Figure 3.2: Template sequence for Lane 3.
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Frame 0006

Frame 0007

Frame 0008

Frame 0009

Frame 0010

Frame 0011

Frame 0012

Frame 0013

Frame 0014

Frame 0015

Frame 0016

Frame 0017

Frame 0018

Frame 0019

Frame 0020

Frame 0021

Frame 0022

Frame 0023

Frame 0024

Frame 0025

Frame 0026

Frame 0027

Frame 0028

Frame 0029

Frame 0030

Frame 0031

Frame 0032

Frame 0033

Frame 0034

Frame 0035

Frame 0036

Frame 0037

Frame 0038

Frame 0039

Frame 0040

Figure 3.3: Results of algorithm on Lane 3 for tracking the same tractor-trailer as
used for template generation.
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Frame 0337

Frame 0338

Frame 0339

Frame 0340

Frame 0341

Frame 0342

Frame 0343

Frame 0344

Frame 0345

Frame 0346

Frame 0347

Frame 0348

Frame 0349

Frame 0350

Frame 0351

Frame 0352

Frame 0353

Frame 0354

Frame 0355

Frame 0356

Frame 0357

Frame 0358

Frame 0359

Frame 0360

Frame 0361

Frame 0362

Frame 0363

Frame 0364

Frame 0365

Frame 0366

Frame 0367

Frame 0368

Frame 0369

Frame 0370

Frame 0371

Figure 3.4: Results of algorithm on Lane 3 for tracking a different tractor-trailer.
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Frame 1963

Frame 1964

Frame 1965

Frame 1966

Frame 1967

Frame 1968

Frame 1969

Frame 1970

Frame 1971

Frame 1972

Frame 1973

Frame 1974

Frame 1975

Frame 1976

Frame 1977

Frame 1978

Frame 1979

Frame 1980
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Frame 1984

Frame 1985

Frame 1986

Frame 1987

Frame 1988
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Frame 1990
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Frame 1992

Frame 1993

Frame 1994

Frame 1995

Frame 1996

Frame 1997

Figure 3.5: Results of algorithm on Lane 3 for tracking another tractor-trailer.
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Frame 3367

Frame 3368

Frame 3369

Frame 3370

Frame 3371

Frame 3372

Frame 3373

Frame 3374

Frame 3375

Frame 3376

Frame 3377

Frame 3378

Frame 3379

Frame 3380

Frame 3381

Frame 3382

Frame 3383

Frame 3384

Frame 3385

Frame 3386

Frame 3387

Frame 3388

Frame 3389

Frame 3390
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Frame 3392

Frame 3393

Frame 3394

Frame 3395

Frame 3396

Frame 3397

Frame 3398

Frame 3399

Frame 3400

Frame 3401

Figure 3.6: Results of algorithm on Lane 3 for tracking yet another tractor-trailer.
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Figure 3.7: Template sequence for Lane 2.
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Figure 3.8: Results of algorithm on Lane 2 for tracking the same tractor-trailer as
used for template generation.
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Figure 3.9: Results of algorithm on Lane 2 for tracking a different tractor-trailer.
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Figure 3.10: Results of algorithm on Lane 2 for tracking another tractor-trailer.
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Figure 3.11: Results of algorithm on Lane 2 for tracking yet another tractor-trailer.
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Figure 3.12: List of false positive detections during the entire tracking sequence.
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3.3

Influence of gradient magnitude-based matching
The decision on a suitable template match for a blob in the background sub-

tracted frame is influenced by the salient points. This section explains the need for
salient point matching to supplement the match based on correlation between the
blob and an element in the template sequence. Figure 3.13 shows a histogram depicting the misalignment of the final displayed contour relative to the ground truth
if salient points were not used. As seen in the figure, the addition of salient points
to the matching process greatly reduces the misalignment error. It might seem that
we might as well discard correlation based match score and perform matching based
solely on the salient points. However, this approach is flawed as it is seen to increase
the number of false positives over the entire training sequence.
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Figure 3.13: Effect of salient points on misalignment.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
In this research, a view-based template collection method for tracking vehicles
was proposed. The templates were manually created using a sparse segment of traffic
containing the desired class of vehicles (tractor-trailers). The template collection
comprised a sequence of vehicle poses over the course of the vehicle’s movement in a
multi-lane traffic. This template sequence was then used to scan the rest of the traffic
video, to track the movement of similar class of vehicles. During tracking, every frame
in the video sequence was subtracted from a reference frame to identify the moving
objects. The resulting blobs were then matched against the template sequence to
identify a possible candidate for a vehicle instance. If a potential match exists and
the matching criterion is above a certain threshold, then the template contour is
overlaid on the current video frame. This displayed contour in effect, traces the
contour of the vehicle in the input video.
The tracker was tested to track tractor-trailer movement in a two lane traffic
at a particular viewpoint on the interstate highway. The tracker results were accurate
for all the tractor-trailers present in the entire video frame sequence. However, there
were a few false negatives where the tracker completely missed the tractor-trailer
32

towards the exit of the lane.
These results encourage consideration of future work in the directions of:
• More robust verification of the tracking algorithm in the presence of occlusion
and heavy traffic.
• Tracking of multiple classes of vehicles such as passenger cars, buses etc.
• Condensing the set of templates so as to have minimal redundancy in the template sequence, while maintaining tracking accuracy.
• Using level sets to incorporate manually created shape priors such as by Cremers
[5].
• Incorporating level set techniques such as Karl-Shi [12] for faster tracking.
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